Meeting Summary: Residential Parking Working
Group Meeting Two
Meeting Date/Time: Tuesday, October 11, 2016, 7:00 PM – 8:52 PM
Meeting Location: Room 311, Courthouse Plaza (2100 Clarendon Blvd.)
Attendees: A David Simon, Robert Bond (on behalf of Benjamin Spiritos), Bridget Obikoya, James Schroll,
Russell Schroeder, Michael Perkins, Michelle Winters, Robert Mandle, Sally J Duran, Stephen Crim, Susan
Bell, Daniel VanPelt, Paul Browne, Michael Cullen,

Meeting Notes
Introduction of Working Group Members not present at the First
Meeting
Due to delays on Metro, the Chair arrived a few minutes late to the meeting. He instructed Stephen
Crim and Susan Bell by e‐mail to begin the meeting without him.
Stephen Crim asked all those not present at Meeting One to introduce themselves briefly.

Parking 101
Stephen Crim gave a presentation entitled “Parking 101” on the basic concepts of parking in Arlington
County and parking’s place in the context of Arlington’s transportation system. The topics covered
included






Ddefinitions of on‐street and off‐street parking
How on‐street parking is regulated and how off‐street parking is proovided in Arlington.
The cost of providing parking in the Metro Corridors.
Parking demand and its determinants.
Arlington’s zoning regulations for parking.

See slides and talking points from the presentation below.
Mr. Schroll arrived during the “Parking 101” presentation and led the meeting in a question and answer
period following the presentation. During the Q&A, the following were among the Working Group
members’ questions and comments. Answers from staff, where available, are in italics:





What size building will support a construction cost of $60,000 per parking space?
If $60K is an average that would mean that the last space is actually much more expensive.
The cost of the last few parking spaces often comes up in Site Plan review as developers try to
limit the number of levels of below grade parking.
Is there a grandfather provision for unbundled parking? When did unbundling become a policy?
In the 1990s.
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What buildings are pre unbundling policy? It would be interesting to separate data on parking
occupancy at buildings by those where parking is bundled and unbundled.
Does the site plan condition set standards for parking prices? Are there minimum prices per
space? Generally, no.
Is there a difference between rental units and condominium uses?
Older buildings with more parking will generally show higher demand (usage) for parking.
We should not look at data about parking demand without taking into account prices charged
for parking.
We also should be considering affordable housing demand, and senior housing demand.

Questions from and Discussions of the Meeting Two Read‐Ahead
Materials
Chair James Schroll asked if there were any questions that came from the read‐ahead materials
provided in anticipation of Meeting Two. There were no questions.
James Schroll then asked about the reasonableness of the length of the readings. Working Group
Members replied that an executive summary would be helpful for longer readings, but understand that
this could be an intensive use of staff time. Working group members requested that staff provide copies
of slide presentations in advance of the meetings or at least to have printed copies of the presentations
for taking notes on the slides.

Working Group Discussion of Values and Priorities
The Chair led a general discussion of the values and priorities that the Working Group would like to use
as guidance for making a policy recommendation later in the process. Staff notes from this discussion
are copied below.
Before this discussion began, James Schroll shared with the Working Group that he would like to make
himself available to meet with members individually to better understand members’ backgrounds and
points of views.
At one point, a Working Group member took this opportunity to reiterate his concern that this Working
Group process is not considering parking ratios outside of the Metro Corridors. In his opinion, it’s
important to create policies that support the enhanced bus service planned for these areas.
Some of the values and priorities discussed included:











Flexibility
Fairness
Environmental Aspect – no spillover
Economics
Alignment with other County Policies
Environmental – managing externalities
Whatever we come up with should be very clear and predictable to developers
Maximize affordability.
if parking is more affordable to the developer it should make housing more affordable.
Parking requirements should not be a barrier to affordability of housing.
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The counterpoint of predictability is flexibility – this can be important when considering specific
site needs (avoiding an additional level).
Costs might be assumed by seller rather than developer with a more predictable process.
Underground parking makes people feel safe
Forward looking –Background documents were based on nothing changing for a decades, new
technologies..uber, zipcars…
Overall transportation management plan for the building should influence parking.
Sustainability – promoting alternative modes of transportation
Build for anticipated conversion for possible future uses (anticipate future reductions in parking
by building parking that can be reused)
People using parking need to see a ‘price signal’, cost of parking should be commensurate with
actual cost.
Ensure flexibility by taking into account varying demands and cost based on sites. Sensitivity to
break points.
If there are specific priorities that the County wants to advance, parking ratios might be floated
down to the extent that developments meet those priorities…similar to bonus density.
Recognize positive externalities of reducing parking requirements.
Acknowledge oversupply.
Distinction in requirements for redevelopment/reuse (high commercial vacancy) (Crystal City
examples, buildings redeveloped with existing parking garages).
Redevelopment could be incorporated into the principle of flexibility.
Transfer of Development Rights…could parking credits be transferred…(policy Rather than
Principle)
Innovative
Shared parking…
Policies should be sensitive to possible spillover effects on existing residential street parking as
well as metered parking
Request – Bring in a site plan report that shows how various uses parking requirements are
broken out.
Could shared parking be considered within the scope?
Don’t build more than we need.
AED looking at 25% reduction in SF per worker.
What prevents us from removing a minimum parking requirement?
Is the constituency that would argue against 0 parking requirements missing from the working
group?
Important to have mechanisms in place to protect parking for the neighborhood.
Charge excludes other transit corridors Columbia Pike and Lee Highway that are important
transit opportunities.
How does bicycle parking fit into parking demand?
Why require a certain level of parking? (to prevent spillover, accommodating the automobile)—
Where does parking relate to the purpose of zoning; promoting Health, Safety and welfare.

The Chair directed staff to send the members a doodle poll (or other e‐polling device) to members to
help prioritize principles. Staff will write up the principles to be considered for the meeting on October
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18. The Chair reminded the Working Group that they need to have principles wrapped up at the fourth
meeting (November 2).
If additional ideas arise from sharing with constituencies they can be brought back to the working group
for consideration.

Next Meeting
Staff reminded the working group that the next meeting will take place on Tuesday, October 18th from 7
PM to 9 PM in the Azalea Conference Room at 2100 Clarendon Blvd.
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Parking 101

RESIDENTIAL PARKING WORKING GROUP MEETING 1

2

Let’s start by putting parking in context. Arlington’s land‐use and transportation planning
policies have created the Rosslyn‐Ballston and Jefferson Davis corridors that are part of this
Working Group’s charge, marrying high density development with a variety of transportation
options that support each other.
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PARKING AS PART OF DRIVING

ü

ü

RESIDENTIAL PARKING WORKING GROUP MEETING 1

3

So why are we talking about modes of transportation? We’re here to talk about parking, right?
Well, automobile parking is not a mode of transportation in‐and‐of itself, right? It’s part of the
mode of driving.
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A MULTIMODAL STREET

Bike share
Carshare

Driving

Transit

Biking

Walking
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In your read‐ahead material for this evening, we included an illustration of a multimodal street,
and we showed how driving and parking are just one form of transportation available to
Arlington residents.
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DENSE, MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT…

RESIDENTIAL PARKING WORKING GROUP MEETING 1

5

• Arlington’s land‐use and transportation planning policies have created the Rosslyn‐Ballston
and Jefferson Davis corridors that are part of this Working Group’s charge, marrying high
density development with a variety of transportation options that support each other.
• Here you see Crystal City and Pentagon City from the air, two areas with a mix of office space,
residential apartments and condos, hotels, and retail. And while it’s hard to see from an
aerial view
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…SUPPORTED BY MULTIPLE TRANSPORTATION
MODES

RESIDENTIAL PARKING WORKING GROUP MEETING 1

6

• Both on the ground and underground, Arlington supports a multi‐layered network of Metro,
commuter rail, Capital Bikeshare, private vehicles, and carsharing.
• Having all of these modes allows people to come and go from the hotels, the apartments,
and the offices without flooding the streets with cars. On the flip side, the high density of
people working in the offices, living in the apartments, and shopping in the stores makes it
financially feasible for these transportation modes to operate.
• Now it’s relatively simple to talk about how transit, bikeshare, and carshare are provided in
Arlington County. Metro, Arlington Transit, and VRE provide transit service, as well as other
suburban bus lines. Capital Bikeshare is provided by a consortium of the participating
jurisdictions, and car sharing is provided by three different private companies.
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RESIDENTIAL PARKING WORKING GROUP MEETING 1
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• But let’s talk in a little more detail about how parking is supplied in Arlington, because that’s
more complicated.
• As I briefly mentioned during our first meeting, parking supply in Arlington has two major
components: on‐street and off‐street parking. On‐street parking is what it sounds like; it’s
parking along the side of Arlington streets.
• Off‐street parking is the parking that you find in garages or surface lots. Let’s start with on‐
street parking.
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• As I briefly mentioned during our first meeting, parking supply in Arlington has two major
components: on‐street and off‐street parking. On‐street parking is what it sounds like; it’s
parking along the side of Arlington streets. Off‐street parking is the parking that you find in
garages or surface lots.
• Let’s start with on‐street parking.
• The supply on on‐street parking is mostly fixed because neither the County nor
private developers are building many new streets.
• On street parking comes in three forms in Arlington:
• metered,
• residential permit,
• and general parking.
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HOW MUCH OF ARLINGTON’S STREETS ARE
METERED OR HAVE RPP RESTRICTIONS?
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Percentages are approximate. Metro Corridors are the areas of the County designated by the
Department of Community Planning and Housing Development as within the Rosslyn-Ballston and
Jefferson Davis Corridors for planning purposes.
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• Only about 30% of Arlington’s streets either have metered parking or Residential Permit
Parking restrictions.
• However, meters and Residential Permit Parking cover about 70% of the streets in the two
Metro Corridors that are part of this Working Group’s charge.
• In other words, parking is much more controlled within the corridors than elsewhere.
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ON STREET PARKING

Metered Blocks

RPP Blocks

Unrestricted Blocks

Ballston/Virginia Square Neighborhoods
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• You see how much of the street network in the Metro Corridors has meters or RPP
restrictions in this map of the Virginia Square and Ballston areas.
• In the blue, you see approved or built Site Plan developments.
• The dark red lines indicate the blocks where the County has installed parking meters.
• Meters are installed in commercial and mixed use areas, as you see here. In these
areas, there is competition for numerous types of vehicles. Now there are a lot of
reasons why Arlington maintains a parking meter program.
• Meters:
• Balance competing needs of public transit, residents, visitors and businesses.
• Encourage parking turnover.
• Manage curb space, particularly during times of greatest demand.
• Move people and goods efficiently.
• Support business district vitality.
• Of course, because street parking in Arlington is free between the hours of 6 PM and 8 AM, a
resident or visitor might very well park in a metered space overnight, but those meters deter
residents from parking for more than one evening.
• The green lines on this map represent streets with Residential Permit Parking.
• Arlington has been a national leader in creating Residential Permit Parking which I will
refer to as RPP.
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• The County’s program goes back to the 1970s, and it helps to provide close and
convenient street parking for residents in low‐density neighborhoods.
• It does this by restricting parking supply during certain hours only to those who are
residents or visitors to the residents of those neighborhoods.
• Only individuals with County‐issued permits and passes and their visitors may park on
these streets during restricted parking hours.
• This program is important to our work with multi‐family residential parking because residents
of site plan and UCMUD buildings are not allowed to obtain residential permits.
• This greatly diminishes the problem of spillover parking from Site Plan and UCMUD‐
permitted residents into neighboring areas.

RESIDENTIAL PERMIT PARKING ENFORCEMENT
ACROSS THE POTOMAC

Source: http://dc.urbanturf.com/articles/blog/ddot_responds_to_rpp_process/11519
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• Now just as a side note, the government of the District of Columbia makes similar
agreements with developers in which the developer promises that residents will not obtain
residential parking permits in exchange for building less parking.
• However, over the summer you may have read that the District Government has said that
they have no way to enforce these provisions.
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RESIDENTIAL PERMIT PARKING ENFORCEMENT
IN ARLINGTON
Site plan
development

See: https://rppp.arlingtonva.us/verify.aspx
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• But in Arlington we do have ways to enforce these agreements.
• To demonstrate this, let me show you a portion of the Arlington web site where you type in
your address to verify your eligibility for RPP.
• Here I’ve put in the address of a nice apartment complex down in Rosslyn that was approved
through the Site Plan process…
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RESIDENTIAL PERMIT PARKING ENFORCEMENT
IN ARLINGTON
Site plan
development

See: https://rppp.arlingtonva.us/verify.aspx
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• …and when I hit verify, I get the message “The address you entered is not eligible for the
Permit Parking Program.”
• Staff have access to a database with eligibility for each address in Arlington County, and if
they see a similar message, they won’t issue permit materials.
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• Now let’s focus on off‐street parking, which is what your charge as a Working Group is all
about.
• There are two basic kinds of off‐street parking:
• stand‐alone, which is a garage or lot that is built on its own simply to provide parking
for anyone coming or going to the uses around it.
• There’s also accessory parking, where a garage or lot is built alongside or under other
structures, like offices, or residences, in order to provide parking for that building or a
small set of buildings.
• Of course, private land owners are usually required to build off‐street parking in order to
serve the other uses that they are building. In some communities, however, the local
government will build parking so that private land owners do not have to do so.
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• Now take a look at these two images of parking garages. Both have parking signs out front,
and both allow anyone to come in and park for a fee.
• But there are some important differences.
• The one on the right comes from Bethesda. It’s a stand‐alone parking structure and
serves all of the other buildings around it.
• Meanwhile, the garage on the left is in Ballston, and it’s part of a mixed‐use
development. The garage serves the offices and retail on the same property.
• The garage on the left was built by the government of Montgomery County, while the
garage on the right was built by a private developer.
• Unlike Bethesda, most of Arlington’s off‐street parking is privately built, accessory
parking. The exception that proves the rule here is the Ballston Garage which is a
stand‐alone, public structure.
• So while publicly built, stand‐alone garages are in theory an option discussed in the read‐
ahead materials for tonight, and something that other communities build, they are not part
of Arlington’s parking strategy.
• Residential off‐street parking for multi‐family developments is accommodated through
privately developed, accessory parking, though there’s no reason why a resident could not
buy a monthly pass from another garage that allows overnight parking if they find a cheaper
rate than what’s available at their apartment or condo building, or if they own many vehicles.
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What about the costs of providing that parking? There are two main costs directly associated
with providing off‐street parking: space and money. Let’s talk about space first.
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• The Arlington Department of Community Planning and Housing uses an average apartment
size of 1,100 per square foot.
• Now obviously, apartment to apartment, and building to building, that number will vary, but
let’s just go with that number for a moment.
• Now a standard parking space is only 9 feet wide by 20 feet long, or 180 square feet, but
each parking space also needs drive aisles to access them, and in a garage, you need ramps,
and stairwells, and there will be space that needs to be unused and striped off just because
you can maneuver cars everywhere, so when we factor in that space, we get to an overall
size of 400 square feet per parking space.
• Now since Arlington’s site plan buildings aren’t building parking lots, we’re taking up land
with this parking spaces. Instead, new apartments and condominium projects must dig down
to make parking.
• Let me show you two examples of recent projects to give you an idea of the three‐
dimensional space that housing and its parking takes up.
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This is a section or cutaway view of a building under construction in Virginia Square. You see that there
are 11 stories of housing and 4 stories of parking.
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Here is another project with 11` stories of housing and two stories of residential parking. This is a large
parcel of land, so each parking level can hold more spaces. Now all of this digging leads to the money
cost of parking in Arlington.
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This graphic does a nice job, I think, of showing the two price components of building off‐street
parking.
Along the bottom, as you move from left to right, you move from parking that is less expensive
to build to parking that is more expensive to build.
Surface lots are the cheapest, followed by above‐ground parking structures, and the most
expensive is underground parking.
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In Arlington, the cost of underground spaces now stands in the range of $40,000 to $60,000 per
square foot, depending on soil conditions.
In a presentation to the Commercial Parking Working Group in early 2013, an economist gave
the range as $28,000 to $36,000 in construction alone, with a $40,000 per space assumption for
a 2‐3 level parking space. Costs in Rosslyn higher because of bedrock geological conditions; can
cost upwards of $60,000 per space.
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We’ve spent a lot of time talking about parking supply, so let’s discuss parking demand. We will cover
some specific data on parking occupancy at Arlington buildings in a later meeting, but let’s talk about
demand for residential parking in general. First of all, the Victoria Transportation Policy Institute piece
that we provided to you talked about the time and duration of parking. In other words, when and for
how long do people want to park at various uses?
Well, for residential uses, the highest parking demand is at night, and the lowest parking demand is
during the day, because people usually come home at night. Of course, parking duration can be quite
long; it can be as long as all night, or it can be even longer if the residents don’t use the vehicle on a
daily basis. Some cars might sit idle for days or weeks in a residential garage.
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The readings that we gave you for this evening covered a lot of potential factors that may influence
parking demand, and I have listed them for you up on this slide.
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The readings that we provided to you for this evening went into why communities have requirements
for off‐street parking, and they also presented a sample of the ways in which various communities
regulate parking.
Arlington’s approach combines a few approaches from these readings. One of these approaches is the
“Minimum Requirement Approach” described in Chapter 3 of Parking (p. 39).
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Here, you see how that minimum has evolved over time, and as Susan described in her history of
Arlington parking, with the highest ratios in the Zoning Code promulgated in 1960. Today the minimum
requirement is between 1 space per unit in some districts and 1.125 for the first 200 units in some other
districts.
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Of course, the Site Plan process allows for a mix of approaches.
We have a minimum requirement, but we can go “Beyond the Generic Parking Requirements” as the
EPA reading encourages and look at site‐specific conditions through the Site Plan process.
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Possible Principles to Guide the Working Group's Policy Making
During Meeting Two of the Residential Parking Working Group (October 11th, 2016), Chair James Schroll led the Working Group members in
a first brainstorming of the principles and values that might guide the Working Group in deciding on a policy recommendation later in the
process.
In the table below, Staff have compiled notes from this brainstorming session into two columns: a “Policy Principles to Consider” column that
has major considerations that Working Group members mentioned. The “Related Thoughts, Ideas, or Sub‐Principles Mentioned” column has any
clarifying comments, refinements, or related ideas that went with each of the major principles to consider.
The Working Group may add, modify, or delete these items at later meetings.
Policy Principles to Consider Related Thoughts, Ideas, or Sub‐Principles Mentioned
Predictability

We have strong predictability in the Zoning Ordinance

We have flexibility in the Site Plan process.

Can we create something in between, such as flexibility within ranges?






Economics

Land is the scarcest resource in Arlington.
Parking users should pay parking cost.
Maximize the affordability of housing to households.
Minimize the cost of building housing.
Different standards for redevelopment of an existing building and construction of a new building. Is there
a way to incentivize redevelopment through the Working Group's recommended policy?

Environmental Impact





Safety
Convenience
Flexibility

Manage negative externalities.
Reduce environmental impact.
Talk about the positive externalities of reducing parking supply.

People feel safe in underground garages.
Residents will self‐select into buildings without parking.

Ensure flexibility to take into account varying demand and the cost of construction at particular sites.

Be aware of cost "break points," with sensitivity to changes in price when a developer must dig another
level to provide the required parking.

Shared parking.
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Policy Principles to Consider Related Thoughts, Ideas, or Sub‐Principles Mentioned

Allowing a certain amount of parking to be built with flexibility for it to be re‐purposed later.

Some sort of incentive structure like our density bonuses for committed affordable units, but where
there's a "buy‐down" of parking in exchange for the desirable thing built.

"Parking credits;" a system where the parking built can be transferred to another building.

Consider using a formula.
Spillover




Fairness


Bemindfulabout how a policy might shift costs between a land owner who sells a building for
development and a developer.

Don't Build More than You
Need






How do we determine "need?"
Why have minimums?
Should we use bedrooms or units for measure?
How do we consider mixed‐use buildings?

Forward Looking





Be innovative and think outside of the traditional.
Even if transportation offerings did not change for a long time, transportation is changing now.
TNCs/ridesharing companies, driverless vehicles, and other services may impact parking.

Policies should be sensitive to effects on on‐street metered and residential parking.
However, policy should not cater to spillover concerns.

The rough staff notes taken during the brainstorming may be found on the following page.
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Working Group Meeting 2 Hour 2: Values and Priorities
Tuesday, October 11, 2016

7:52 PM

Original Notes from Brainstorming Session on Principles for Policy Making at Working Group Meeting Two, October 11th, 2016
What would guide us in making a policy?

Safety
Guiding principles for
EDC. Staff will circulate

Housing that is affordable: term to use
[in lieu of "affordable housing"]

Land is the scarcest
thing in Arlington
Parking users
should pay parking
cost.

To the developer or to
the resident? They are
related. Affordability of
development that leads

Other Examples
of this kind of
principle
setting
Civic Design Principles
Partially in scope/
Partially out of scope
How do we open up
site plans?
Could we make that
process easier?
Competitiveness
problem if existing
projects cannot be
subject to the same
rules as new projects.

Ground Floor Retail and
Residential Uses

How about different standards between
redevelopment of an existing building and
construction of a new building?
What kind of incentives can we put out there for
redevelopment through this process [parking working
group]?
Affordability: Maximize affordability. Affordability to
households

Managing externalities
Reduce environmental impact
Talk about positive externalities of reducing
parking supply. [we don't talk about the
positives of reduced parking enough]

How do we determine that?
Also, bedrooms or units for
requirements?
How do we look at multiuse buildings?
Why have minimums?

Convenience
Self-selection.
"People who have dogs move into dog-friendly
buidlings"

Forward Looking

Spillover

Don't Build More
than You Need

People feel safe in
underground garages

Environmental Impact

Economics

Policies should be sensitive to effects on
other neighborhoods, both for residential
parking and metered spaces.
Though we don't need to cater to it.

Even if things didn't change for a long
time, things are changing now.
TNCs/ridehailing.
Innovative. How do we think outside of
the traditional?
Driverless vehicles, other services

Bicycle Parking
How do we relate to
automobile parking in this?

Fairness
Shifting of cost between land
owner (pre-sale) and developer

Predictability
We have strong
predictability
with ACZO, and
flexibility with
Site Plan process.
Can we create
something in
betweeen;
flexibility within
a range

Shared Parking
Scope is for the residential
portion of a mixed-use building.
Retail and residential have
overlap that may make it
inappropriate for sharing.
Also, we don't need to take on
all uses at the same time.
Typically, different uses will still
be considered separately within
one mixed-use building.

Sustainability

Are we not hearing someone?
Who would be against a zero minimum?
Spillover?
On-street has to be better. That's the key
to accepting zero parking or reduced
parking.

"Police Power"
Where does concern for health, safety, and
welfare does the requirement for off-street
parking fit?

Non-Metro transit corridors not included. Columbia Pike not
included, nor is Lee Highway. Why are we not getting to
that? These are transit priority corridors that we are not
considering.
These corridors have tons of surface parking.

Have typed and available before 10/18/2016 meeting.
Have input and prioritization by Meeting 4
Things can be added.
Doodle Poll?
Prioritize?
Scales -- High-medium-low?
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Reverse of bonus density;
Density bonus turns into parking
Buy-down. Not sure what would be the features that
qualify for the reduction.
"Parking Credits?" [transferrable parking spaces
Every site will be different
Ensure flexbility to take into account varying demand
and cost of construction at the site.
Be aware of cost "break points" [costs are not linear]

Flexibility
"The third (underground) level of parking."
A formula?
Could a certain amount of parking be purpose built for
repurposing later (ex: Ballston verticle mixed-use project
that will re-purpose existing parking).
Shared parking (probably easier in one site plan as
opposed to other buildings or development parcels)

Possible Principles to Guide the Working Group's Policy Making
Based on a first brainstorming at Working Group Meeting Two, October 11th, 2016. Organized by Stephen Crim
Policy Principles to Consider

Related Thoughts, Ideas, or Sub-Principles Mentioned

Predictability

• We have strong predictability in the Zoning Ordinance
• We have flexibility in the Site Plan process.
• Can we create something in between, such as flexibility within ranges?

Economics

• Land is the scarcest resource in Arlington.
• Parking users should pay parking cost.
• Maximize the affordability of housing to households.
• Minimize the cost of building housing.
• Different standards for redevelopment of an existing building and construction of a new building. Is there a way to incentivize
redevelopment through the Working Group's recommended policy?

Environmental Impact

• Manage negative externalities.
• Reduce environmental impact.
• Talk about the positive externalities of reducing parking supply.

Safety

People feel safe in underground garages.

Convenience

Residents will self-select into buildings without parking.

Flexibility

• Ensure flexibility to take into account varying demand and the cost of construction at particular sites.
• Be aware of cost "break points," with sensitivity to changes in price when a developer must dig another level to provide the required
parking.
• Shared parking.
• Allowing a certain amount of parking to be built with flexibility for it to be re-purposed later.
• Some sort of incentive structure like our density bonuses for committed affordable units, but where there's a "buy-down" of parking in
exchange for the desirable thing built.
• "Parking credits;" a system where the parking built can be transferred to another building.
• Consider using a formula.

Spillover

• Policies should be sensitive to effects on on-street metered and residential parking.
• However, policy should not cater to spillover concerns.

Fairness

• Be careful about how a policy might shift costs between a land owner who sells a building for development and a developer.

Don't Build More than You
Need

• How do we determine "need?"
• Why have minimums?
• Should we use bedrooms or units for measure?
• How do we consider mixed-use buildings?

Forward Looking

• Be innovative and think outside of the traditional.
• Even if transportation offerings did not change for a long time, transportation is changing now.
• TNCs/ridesharing companies, driverless vehicles, and other services may impact parking.

[Any principles to add]

[Any related thoughts to add]
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